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HOW DOES IT WORK?
THE PURE CENTER OF HEALTH PROGRAM
Our programs are revolutionary tools designed to help you transform the future of your health using the
best insights from the world of functional medicine and holistic health. We educate you on the reasons why
your health is declining and empower you with the knowledge and steps required to regain years of lost
health and vitality, all while working in close connection with you as a patient. It is a unique doctor-patient
relationship that provides you support, encouragement, and hope. It is unlike anything you’ve ever
experienced!
These programs are delivered using a cutting-edge virtual education platform that delivers you content and
insights that allow you to transform your life and your health while giving you clear instructions on how to
successfully navigate each program step. When combined with the pharmaceutical-grade supplements,
lifestyle changes, dietary transitions, and unique variables that we have designed for you, this program has
the power to help you reverse course on declining health and experience true wellness.

STEP-BY-STEP NUTRITIONAL AND LIFESTYLE CHANGES

We walk you through the dietary steps needed to eliminate foods that inhibit function,
increase inflammation, introduce toxicity, and impair your health. You will learn the
nutritional concepts required to balance your body’s hormones, chemicals, and
enzymes naturally, which is critical for optimal health. Included are helpful recipes,
shopping lists, meal plans, exercise tips, videos, and resources to make these changes
easily and seamless.

STREAMLINED ONLINE EDUCATION & RESOURCES

Our platform of health education helps you gain the insights needed for lasting
change. Professional class videos from our team of trained functional wellness experts
and nutritionists give you instructions on how to make each step of your program and
provide helpful tools backed by research and practice. A comprehensive catalog of
patient questions & answers PLUS access to our health coaches ensure that you know
exactly what to do and why you are doing it.

PREMIUM, RESEARCH-BASED NUTRICEUTICAL SUPPLEMENTS

Our scientifically-backed supplements provide critical nutrients, vitamins, & minerals
specifically designed to repair and restore organ function, improve gut health,
naturally detoxify the body, reduce inflammation, and maximize the body’s ability to
absorb the benefits gained through nutrition. We provide these supplements as part
of your program with clear instructions on how and when to take them.

ONE-ON-ONE SUPPORT AND ENCOURAGEMENT

Live support and coaching calls from our team of certified coaches ensure that you
have the support and accountability to succeed in making these important steps for
your health. We work with you to achieve your health goals and give you the direction
that you need to reclaim your health naturally and effectively. We automatically
tracked and notify you whenever you miss program steps, ensuring a level of
compliance that is unmatched. We will help you succeed!
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Everything you need to successfully navigate your program is provided through our convenient, online
format. We also provide you regular touchpoints through live coaching calls and ongoing email
communication and reminders, so you know what to do and when to do it. You will stay engaged, kept
accountable with ongoing automated monitoring and program reminders, and you will achieve amazing
results while on our program.
Here is a brief overview of the features available in your program:

YOUR EDUCATION PORTAL

INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEOS & DOCUMENTS

Your program is outlined out step-by-step
so you know what’s next

Engaging content that instructs, challenges,
and equips you for success

EXPANSIVE RESOURCES & HEALTH EDUCATION CONTENT

HELPFUL ADD-ONS TO TAKE YOUR PROGRAM FURTHER

Each module includes additional resources that
give you practical advice and deeper health insights

Demonstration videos, guides, meal plans,
recipes, and other exclusive resources

j

ACCESS TO OUR PROGRAM FAQ DATABASE
Answers to almost every program question you may
face can be found in our FAQ database. Get the
support you need whenever you need it!

PREMIUM, RESEARCH-BASED NUTRICEUTICALS
Our proprietary supplements deliver very
specific, targeted health benefits that help
you reclaim your life and health
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60 DAY PROGRAM
MODULE 1 (PRE-PROGRAM)
•

Program Introduction & Orientation

Lays out the structure and order of the program, including setting goals, learning how to exercise, &
introducing dietary transition concepts. Helps you understand the health benefits sought during the
program and gives initial exercise steps.

•

Helpful Tips & Pointers

Teaches you how to shop, cook, prepare for dietary transitions, and develop a healthy mindset before your
program begins.

•

Initial Dietary Transitions

Gives you instruction on your dietary transitions, including examples of substitutions and advice when
transitions are challenging

MODULE 2 (DAYS 1-7)
•
•

Weekly Overview
Guidelines for Eating

Introduces concept of leptin management and how to deal with cravings. Sets healthy parameters for you
regarding the timing of your meals and principles of nutrition.

•

Understanding Cholesterol

Helps you learn about the balance of health versus unhealthy cholesterol and how food choices impact
cholesterol levels. Gives research about the dangers of statin drugs with recommendations on how to make
educated choices on prescription use with doctor input.

•

Abdominal Breathing

Introduces stress management techniques to help you improve your health

•

Adopting a Healthy Mindset

Dives deeper into the importance of mindset for maintaining a healthy lifestyle. Empowers you with the
tools to shift your mindset toward success for your program and beyond.

•

Upcoming Dietary Transitions

Helps you prepare for the next set of dietary transitions they will experience

MODULE 3 (DAYS 8-14)
•
•

Weekly Overview
Organic Foods & Meats

Gives you insights into the value and importance of organic versus conventionally grown foods, including a
discussion of which kinds of produce and meats to buy and where exceptions can be made for budgetconscious individuals

•

Understanding Fats

Helps you understand the value of fats to a healthy diet and normalized body function, plus how to
differentiate between unhealthy versus healthy fats. Provides lists and guides of how to increase healthy
fats in the diet in connection with your program.

•

Upcoming Dietary Transitions

Helps you prepare for the next set of dietary transitions they will experience
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60 DAY PROGRAM
MODULE 4 (DAYS 15-21)
•
•

Weekly Overview
Restoring Gut Health
Introduces you to the concepts surrounding gut health and how it affects your overall health. Discusses
common gut issues and how the dietary steps and supplements in the program help address these issues
proactively for long-term health and wellness.

•

Upcoming Dietary Transitions

Helps you prepare for the next set of dietary transitions they will experience

MODULE 5 (DAYS 22-30)
•
•

Weekly Overview
Antibiotics Research

Introduces research concerning how antibiotics affect our overall health. Provides insights on how to
navigate common medical issues and encourages you to make educated choices with doctor input.

•

Upcoming Dietary Transitions

Helps you prepare for the dietary transitions associated with the detox

MODULE 6 (DAYS 31-44)
•
•

Weekly Overview
Understanding Detoxification

Teaches you the concepts behind detoxification and why it matters for overall health. Discusses how toxins
are introduced to the body, how the detoxification organs work, and why supplemental detoxification is
necessary for most people. Gives insights on the specific detoxification protocol for your program and
encourages healthy mindset for detox.

•

Reintroduction of Foods

Walks you through reintroduction protocols and food sensitivity testing while giving recommendations for
which foods comprise a healthy diet and which should generally be avoided. Helps you understand how to
create an ongoing nutrition plan that incorporates program principles.

MODULE 7 (DAYS 45-60)
•
•

Weekly Overview
Advanced Exercise Principles
Takes you deeper into the necessity of and health benefits gained through exercise, including guides,
recommendations, and steps for implementation.

•

Creating a Healthy Lifestyle

Reinforces mindset principles from the program and gives general principles to govern how to handle
cooking, shopping, social events, and moving forward with a new healthy lifestyle. Discusses how to
continue achieving health goals and points you back to your referring physicians for long-term healthcare.
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PROGRAM ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
ALL PROGRAMS
SUPPLEMENTAL RESOURCES & PROGRAM EXPERIENCES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shopping Tutorial
Exercise Demonstrations
Juicing Class
Fermented Foods Class
Expanded Recipes Guide
Meal Plans & Shopping Lists
Pre-Made Food Service Recommendations
More Educational Documentary Recommendations
FAQ Catalog
Digital Program Guide Documents

YOU ALSO RECEIVE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Premium Nutriceutical Supplements
Dedicated Live Coaching Sessions
Automated Program Reminders
Accountability Checkpoints for Missed Coursework
Access to Online Patient Education Portal
Encouragement and Support from Our Team
Email Support for Program Questions
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